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Introduction

The Seafarer has many issues to contend with at sea while often working under difficult conditions and in
between voyages where skills and education are required to be kept up-to-date as part of individual
continuing professional development. Two key areas of awareness are the issues of crew fatigue and the
role of human rights protections, applications and remedies for when respective safeguards fail, thereby
resulting in dangerous working environments and crew abuses.

Issues for discussion

 Crew Fatigue: What is it and how does it affect the individual and the owner?

 Crew Fatigue: Crew safeguards and protections.

 Crew Fatigue: How do we reduce abuses and what are the consequences?

 Human Rights: What comprises the current maritime human rights landscape and do

human rights apply at sea beyond coastal state control?

 Human Rights: Owner and Flag State responsibilities.

 Human Rights: Future trends.
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Part B
Captain Michael Lloyd

Fatigue and Manning
(Power-point presentation and a written paper)



FATIGUE AND MANNING

Captain Michael Lloyd, RD**, MNM, FNI, RNR.

‘Contracting Governments undertake, each for its national ships, to maintain, or, if
it is necessary, to adopt, measures for the purpose of ensuring that, from the point of
view of safety of life at sea, all ships shall be sufficiently and efficiently manned’
IMO.

Manning is now affecting the safety, fatigue levels, watch keeping, indeed it is the
catalyst of so many of our problems at sea, and yet the  responsibility for this is in the
hands of the owners and operators. While many of these are responsible managements,
there are, regrettably, far too many who will take advantage of such a situation and
indeed have. These force the responsible owners into following their lead.

The rules on Fatigue state;

MSN 1767(M)

Every seafarer must be provided with not less than 10 hours rest in total in any 24
hour period, provided that:
The 10 hour period may be divided into not more than two periods one of which shall
be not less than 6 hours; and
The interval between consecutive periods of rest shall not exceed 14hours; and
The minimum hours of rest shall not be less than 77 hours in any 7day period.

At the Conference of Parties to the International Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978, Manila, the
Philippines, 21-25 June 2010 new exceptions to this were granted.

IMO Resolution A890(21) 25th November 1999

On the 25th of November 1999, the IMO adopted resolution A.890(21), The Principles
of Safe Manning. It stated:



The minimum safe manning level of a ship should be established taking into account
all relevant factors, including the following:

1) size and type of ship;
2) number, size and type of main propulsion units and auxiliaries;
3) construction and equipment of the ship;
4) method of maintenance used;
5) cargo to be carried;
6) frequency of port calls, length and nature of voyages to be undertaken;
7) trading area(s), waters and operations in which the ship is involved;
8) extent to which training activities are conducted on board; and
9) applicable work hour limits and/or rest requirements.

The above is sensible and if followed should provide a professional basis from which
to ascertain the manning level. The resolution goes on to list the functions on which
the safe minimum manning levels should be based and include:

Moor and unmoor the ship safely.

Maintain a safe navigational watch in accordance with the requirements of the STCW
code.

Finally, and most important;

The number of qualified and other personnel required to meet peak workload
situations and conditions, with due regard to the number of hours of shipboard duties
and rest periods assigned to seafarers.

The reason I consider the above to be a most important caveat to the manning
considerations is that in almost every case, whenever the manning scale presently
existing is questioned, the word ‘normal’ is used and when any argument regarding
the fact that a ship cannot perform it’s duties under duress, the answer seems to always
be the same, ‘but under normal conditions the ship can’.
The simple fact is that we have assumed a manning scale that while seemingly
possible under normal conditions, except on smaller vessels, the manning scale on the
vast majority of ships cannot cope safely and adequately with the peak workload



situations and conditions which the IMO resolution requires, and have little regard for
the hours and rest periods.

Language

To further exacerbate the situation, we have seen a considerable influx of crews and
officers of other nationalities with little commonality of language. The MCA
,commenting on the SOLAS regulations states;

Paragraph 4 requires English to be used as the common language on the bridge of all
SOLAS I ships unless a common working language has been established on board and
between ship and shore. The working language on the bridge of UK-flagged ships will
normally be English. Under Section 51 of the Merchant Shipping Act 1995, UK ships
may be detained if crew members cannot understand orders given in English and there
are no arrangements for giving orders in a language which they understand.

MSC /Circ1014 6.7  Annex states:

The Company should ensure that the ship’s personnel are able to communicate
effectively in the execution of their duties related to the SMS.

In ‘normal circumstances’ English, when spoken slowly and clearly can be understood
by the majority of those serving on British Flag vessels, however, where regional
accents come into play, difficulties increase. But we should not be dealing with normal
conditions, rather the ‘peak workload situations and conditions’ referred to in the IMO
resolution on safe manning. The criteria of testing must be therefore based on such
conditions. In other words, can the English language be understood, when using
portable communication devices, or when wearing fire suits and masks? Can those
working on deck understand English above the noise of wind and sea?
If such criteria were used, as it surely should be, then I suggest that very few standby
ships in the North Sea would be allowed to sail. Indeed, taking this further, a
considerable number of other vessels under the British Flag would also have to have
crew replaced.

The reason that I include language in the subject of manning, is that it all adds to the
workload of those on board and in a number of instances, rather than continuing with
an attempted explanation of how something is required to be done to a crew member



whose English is poor, it is easier to use one of the remaining English speaking crew
or not have the job done.

MSC Annex/Circ1014 6.7 Section 4.3.1 States :

It is important that management recognises the potential problems stemming from the
employment of multi national crews on the same vessels, a practice that might lead to
language barriers, and in social ,cultural and religious isolation, all of which may
lead to safety problems.

Any captain or officer with experience of such crewing will categorically state that it
does effect the safety of many tasks being undertaken by those whose English is the
second language, and therefore the safety of the ship, especially at the present time,
when severe shortages of crew ensure that the ability to communicate efficiently in
English takes second place to sailing the ship.

How the Manning Scale is decided.

The guidance notes issued by the MCA states the following;
The owner or operator of a United Kingdom registered ship is required to make an
assessment of the numbers and grades of personnel necessary for safe operation.
These should be sufficient to ensure that:

1) The required watchkeeping standard can be maintained and that personnel are able
to obtain sufficient rest;

2) Personnel are not required to work more hours than is safe in relation to the safety
of the ship;

3) The master and seamen can perform their duties in accordance with the framework
of operational guidance in section A-VIII of the STCW Code;

4) The master and seamen are not required to work such hours or under such
conditions which may be injurious to their health and safety.

All in order as far as it goes; however, there is no mention of that most important
caveat from the IMO resolution on the principles of safe manning;



‘the number of qualified and other personnel required to meet peak workload
situations and conditions, with due regard to the number of hours of shipboard duties
and rest periods assigned to seafarers’.

To be fair, they do state that their guidance notes are to be considered in conjunction
with these resolutions, although I wager there is an awful lot of owners and managers
who conveniently let the above slip by. Bearing in mind the importance of the
statement referring to peak workloads and conditions, as it changes all the present
manning considerations, it is most surprising that this statement is not included in the
guidance notes. The MCA goes on to say:

‘The responsibility to ensure that ships are safely, sufficiently and efficiently manned
rests with owners and managing operators’

If there is to be any concerted effort to address the manning problems, I cannot see
this responsibility being left with the owners and operators.

Before these owners and operators submit their manning proposals to the MCA,
consultation is recommended as follows;

‘In order to avoid possible problems at a later stage, owners and operators are
recommended to consult with seafarers' representatives and the MCA on their
proposed manning when new ship are at the design stage and in advance of
registering existing ships in the UK’.

The wording of this suggests that this consultation is not to obtain professional advice,
it is more required to avoid any union dispute over working hours and practices. If the
Unions are being consulted, then it would be expected that they would consult with the
Captain and officers of the ship prior to a manning certificate being issued. The
problem here is that at the time this certificate is being issued, there are probably no
officers yet appointed to consult. It is not clarified as to who is to be consulted in those
companies that do not recognise any seafarers representatives. Let me assure all that
the unions are very rarely, with the exception of the ferry companies, with whom they
have good relations, consulted. If the Captain and officers of the ship to which the
proposed manning certificate is to be issued are not consulted, and the Unions are not
consulted and do not have a professional panel to which they can turn to for advise on
the differing types of ships and trades, then the system is reliant on the MCA as
follows;



The Administration should require a company to amend a proposal for the minimum
safe manning level of a ship if, after evaluation of the original proposal submitted by
the company, the Administration is unable to approve the proposed composition of the
ship's complement.

The Administration should only approve a proposal for the minimum safe manning
level of a ship and issue accordingly a minimum safe manning document if it is fully
satisfied that the proposed ship's complement is established in accordance with the
principles, recommendations and guidelines contained in this resolution, and is
adequate in all respects for the safe operation of the ship and for the protection of the
marine environment.

When a manning proposal is submitted to the MCA, this is examined by a Master
Mariner and Chief Engineer. I am sure that they do all they can to ensure that the
manning is adequate but this is only done on the basis of information supplied by the
owner or operator. There is no ship visit or manning inspection required. Equally,
these two officials will often have no knowledge of the ship type, trade or operation it
is engaged upon.

If the ship already has a manning certificate;
‘Similarly, in the event of any change in the equipment, construction or use of the ship,
which may affect the safe manning level, the owner or operator should make an
application for the issue of a new safe manning document.’

I can well see owners and operators applying for a new certificate if there is a chance
that they can reduce the manning levels, but can one seriously conceive of them
applying to raise them? Once again, we leave everything in their hands, which is very
strange, as, unfortunately for the responsible companies, the ISM code was primarily
introduced because it was becoming apparent that many owners and operators could
not be trusted to operate their ships properly. SOLAS became the statutory instrument
for safety equipment for the same reason. If we cannot therefore depend on companies
to properly carry out their responsibilities without outside governance, why then
should the manning of the ships be left out of the equation?



The security requirements necessitate ships to keep a gangway watch, often for 24
hours a day, dependant on the port. This, on a ship with only a few deckhands, is an
enormous change in the working hours as the ship, in addition to the normal work
required before the security requirements, now has to provide three men, each working
8 hours a day just for the gangway. I wonder how many companies have voluntarily
requested an upgrading of their manning certificates or been required to do so by the
MCA or had their manning certificates withdrawn? There is provision for this:

The Administration may withdraw the minimum safe manning document of a ship if
the company fails to submit a new proposal for the ship's minimum safe manning level
when changes in trading area(s), construction, machinery, equipment or operation
and maintenance of the ship have taken place which affect the minimum safe manning
level

Further, under the ISPS Code, the Administration is obliged to do so, as below:

ISPS Code.  4.28

In Establishing the minimum safe manning of ship, The ADMINISTRATION should
take into account that  the minimum safe manning provisions established by Reg V/14
only addresses the safe navigation of the ship.     The administration should also take
into account any additional workload which may result from the implementation of the
SSP and ensure that the ship is sufficiently and effectively manned. In doing so the
administration should verify that ships are able to implement the our of rest and other
measures to address fatigue which have been promulgated by national law in the
context of all shipboard duties assigned to the various shipboard personnel.

Ellis (Ellis; Safety and perceptions of risk( 2005) reported the underlying issues
affecting fatigue included:

The extra burden of paperwork
The International burden of Ship and Port Security.
Safety concerns due to reduction in crew sizes.



Smaller Vessels

Ships on international voyages – (cargo ships of 500 gt or more and all passenger
ships,) are required to hold a safe manning document. Owners or operators of cargo

ships below 500 gt may also find it advantageous.

If ever there was a regulation or resolution driven by economics with little regard for
safety it is the very idea that ships below 500grt do not need a manning certificate.

Ships engaged in coastal or middle trade can be the most arduous of all, constantly
under way, generally in the busiest traffic conditions, and when not under way, short
bursts of even more frantic activity in ports. Once again we find that many of these
ships are allowed to sail with two officers and two ratings for bridge watch keeping.

The centre for occupational and health psychology at Cardiff University conducted an
exhaustive research programme into seafarers fatigue. In total 1856 seafarers took part
with two thirds of them working on UK ships from a variety of sectors. I can do no
better at making my case for small ships than to quote the following from their
summary:

Mini-Bulkers arguably represent a worst case scenario in terms of a ship environment
conductive to fatigue, as evidence by subjective and objective testing. The combination
of negative factors on this type of ship include : frequent ports turn visits, short port
stays,  changing cargoes, only two watch keepers (in many cases) and long periods of
pilotage waters.

Let me endorse that from personal experience.

The most disturbing findings from the report were as follows:

A high proportion of those sampled reported having been in collision with ships or
objects.

Nearly half of those sampled considered fatigue to be a key factor in reducing
collision awareness.

One in four watchkeepers(especially those on longer watches reported as having fallen
asleep on watch.



Almost all watchkeepers were required to do multitasking while on watch.

Those engaged in multitasking were found to be more likely to fall asleep on watch.

By far, the most common suggestion for helping provide more effective and alert
watch keeping was to improve the manning.

The manning levels we base our own requirements on, are established in Annex C of
MSN 1767 but it must be emphasized that these are Guidance tables showing
appropriate manning levels, in other words, these are not legally required or binding.

The manning guidance for a near coastal vessel of between 500gt and 3000gt is The
Master and one other,
If the vessel is under 500gt then for near coastal it is the same however the vessel
under 500gt does not require a manning certificate.
It is difficult to understand any reasoning except commercial pressure that allowed
such differential to be suggested between near coastal and unlimited, and small ships
or large ships especially as such ships are operating in denser traffic conditions,
requiring a high watch keeping standard, and on, often, very arduous schedules of
trading. It could easily be argued the smaller the ship, the more intense the
watchkeeping should be.

In the TNO report (Houtman et al 2005) on Fatigue in the shipping Industry, the report
highlights the priority measure to reduce fatigue as replacing the two watch system
with a three watch system by an additional watchkeeper.

In section 94 of the merchant shipping act, it states that a ship is ‘dangerously unsafe’
if having regard for the nature of the service for which it is intended, the ship is, by
reasons of the matters mentioned below, unfit to go to sea without serious danger to
human life. One of those matters is undermanning.

In a review of the international literature on Seafarers Fatigue one of the main
messages was:

‘Evidence shows that seafarers shift and work patterns are often conducive to fatigue.
Having only two bridge watchkeepers may be a particular problem.’



In the Marine Accident Investigation Bureau Bridge Watch keeping safety study 2004
it was concluded that watchkeepers manning levels are one of the causal factors in
collisions and groundings and the report recommends that;

‘ In general vessels over 500gt should have a minimum of master and two watch
keeping officers on board’

Summary

It is impossible to separate fatigue from undermanning as the general fatigue on a ship
is directly caused by the manning problems on ships. Regardless of the size of ship or
what flag, the undermanning problem is universal in its effect. There is overwhelming
evidence that fatigue is causative of many accidents at sea and in port, in addition to
the general reduction in safety and additional accidents caused by undermanning.

If this major problem is coupled with the increasingly diversity of crew and the
language difficulties caused together with the poor basic training both officers and
crew are now receiving under STCW95 it is understandable that many professional
seamen are deeply concerned as to the situation on their ships. As the skilled
professionals walk down the gangways at the end of their careers, there are not the
same skills coming back up.

The rules that allow ships to be manned by the word of the operators and owners as to
what is required should be ended. As always, the good owners and operators will be
penalized by the behaviour of the bad but, unfortunately, there are too many bad ones
to ignore this idiosyncrasy. Manning certificates should be required for all commercial
ships regardless of their gross tonnage and these must be issued by a government
authority after physical inspection of the ship and discussion with professional officers
who have experience of such ships and their trades.

For adequate watch keeping and compliance with the lookout regulations, a minimum
of three watch keeping officers and three ratings should be recognised as the minimum
bridge watch keeping requirement, regardless of the size of ship.

If we are serious about wanting the regulations on hours of work to be kept to, and
without doubt, this would considerably assist the fatigue problem, then again



international rules that are enforceable must be made that will ensure compliance. The
ports also have a responsibility to assist the ship in this compliance. There must
equally be resolutions made for the ports to  set aside berths for ships to rest at before
proceeding to sea or that ships be allowed by law to remain at their existing berths for
the required rest hours.

It is a very strange anomaly to consider that we did not trust the owners and operators
to manage their ships without regulation and therefore established the ISM in the name
of safety, yet we ignored the manning, which is now proven to be the major
contributor to accidents on the seas.

Apart from the accidents we have the stress placed on those at sea, Employers have a
legal duty of care to their employees, which means that they should take all steps
which are reasonably possible to ensure their health, safety and wellbeing. The same
is supported by the European Union legislation on Human Rights which extends to
seafarers in EU waters just as they extend to those on land.

It is a matter of will. Changes can be made if we accept that there is a problem and
that, in the interests of safety it must be overcome. The combination of lower training
standards, poor manning, and language problems mean that many  ships and those on
them are facing what can only be described, on a number of vessels, as a crisis. Instead
of constantly blaming those on board, we should be looking at those who put them in
this predicament, the political and economic compromises made, and the actions that
can be taken to rectify the root causes.
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Format

• Ship Owners’ Approach (The Bad)

• Ship Owners’ Approach (The Good)

• Summary

• Definition



Definition

“A reduction in physical and/or
mental capability as the result of
physical, mental or emotional
exertion which may impair nearly
all physical abilities including:
strength; speed; reaction time;
coordination; decision making; or
balance.”
IMO – MSC Circ.1083 MEPC Circ.330



Format

• Ship Owners’ Approach (The Bad)

• Ship Owners’ Approach (The Good)

• Summary

• Definition



Ship Owners’ Approach (The Bad)

• Adoption of Automatic Collision Avoidance Systems (ACAS)

• Historic reduction in in ship operating numbers

• Rapid Training ‘pipeline’

• 4 on / 4 off

• Use of ‘Overtime’ and bonus pay (short port turnaround
times)

• Constant employment of vessels….



Format

• Ship Owners’ Approach (The Bad)

• Ship Owners’ Approach (The Good)

• Summary

• Definition



Ship Owners’ Approach (The Good)

• Adoption of the Maritime Labour Convention (August 2014)
Sets Out
- 10 hours in any 24 hour period
- 77 hours in any 7 day period

• Improvement on ISM Code and SMS

• Facilities on board vessels e.g. internet, entertainment etc

• Strict policies on drugs & alcohol

• On-shore support for seafarers families

• Delivery of training at sea and ashore



Format

• Ship Owners’ Approach (The Bad)

• Ship Owners’ Approach (The Good)

• Summary

• Definition



Summary

• The Seafarer can often be forgotten in the busy trading and
chartering departments of many commodity / shipping
companies

• There is still a ‘squeeze’ on many ship owners to manage
crewing

• Shipping is frequently seen as a short term career by
seafarers

• Some areas of crew fatigue have been improved
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Why we do what we do 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eq6wVaB8Wnc&feature=youtu.be  



HRAS Aim 

To explicitly raise 
awareness, 
implementation and 
accountability for human 
rights protections 
throughout the maritime 
environment, especially 
where they are currently 
absent and being abused. 
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Context 
�  Maritime industry – 1.5m seafarers – 95% goods travel by sea – industry est. 

4.2-4.7% annual growth – increasing global population – continual increasing 
need for goods, services and resources.  

�  Global fishing industry size not accurately quantified. 

�  Trafficking, slavery and abuse of seafarers and fishermen are as old as piracy 
& prostitution – it remains active in all environments including the maritime 
sector. 

�  Human rights apply to all seafarers and fishermen but global awareness of 
rights, responsibilities and remedies remains lacking or avoided. 

�  HRAS is now established in 13 states, has 54 international supporting 
entities, 7 international programmes incl. CSR, Supply chain management 
and anti-trafficking, 3 support services (investigations, psychological and 
anti-trafficking), ongoing private investigations in to abuses and murders  at 
sea. 

�  “Missing Seafarers Reporting Programme” – launched 30 Jan 15. 
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HRAS International Work 

�  Slavery - Global issue with emerging UK context – 
Independent on Sunday article 23 Nov 14. 

�  Collaborative partnerships with international NGOs 
– Walk Free Foundation, Slave Free Seas. 

�  Exposure of South Korean abuses in New Zealand 
fishery sector. 

�  Quantification of loss of seafarers and fishermen. 
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Human rights Landscape 
�  UN Charter 1945. Preamble, paragraph 2, Arts.13 and 56. 

�  The Universal Declaration on Human Rights 1948, Arts. 1 to 5, 9 to 11, 18, 22 to 
24, 22 to 25 and 28.   

�  FAL  (Facilitation) Convention: Facilitation of International Maritime Traffic 1965, 
as amended. 

�  European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).  

�  SOLAS (Safety of Life at Sea) 1974. 

�  SAR (Search and Rescue) Convention 1979. 

�  SALVAGE Convention 1989. 

�  UNCLOS 1982 

�  MLC 2006 

�  UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 2011. 
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Examples 
 

�  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmNX0P0X1kM 

 

�  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYyLETgPfTI 
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Owner & Flag State responsibilities 

�  UNCLOS Art 94 – Duties of the flag State 

�  Duty of the state to investigate: Gray v Germany [Gray, 
Application no. 49278/09, Fifth Section, Judgment of 22 
May 2014].  
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UN Guiding Principles 

“Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework 
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RAFI 
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The ‘March of Legislation’ 
�  UK Companies Act secondary legislation 1 April 2014: Non-financial reporting. 

�  UK Anti-slavery Bill – Supply Chain legislation protections? 

�  EU Directive 2013/34/EU (28 states application) Disclosure of non-financial 
and diversity information by large companies and groups. 

�  International - Indian Companies Act 1 April 2014. 

�  International - Treaty call by Ecuador at HRC 19 June 2014. 

�  Emergence of international legal guidance for lawyers and Bar Associations – 
IBA Tokyo 22 Oct 14. 

�  Emergence of insurance clauses reflecting UNGPs. 

�  And when it goes wrong what is the cost to industry? 
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Current International CSR litigation 
�  105 Lawsuits: 

Ø  Shell lawsuit: Members of the Bodo community in Nigeria 
filed a lawsuit against Shell in London High Court on 23 
March 2012. 

Ø  Tahoe Mining lawsuit: On 18 June 2014, seven Guatemalan 
men filed a lawsuit in Canada against Tahoe Resources 
seeking damages for injuries allegedly suffered during a 
shooting outside the company’s Escobal silver mine in April 
2013.  Tahoe Resources is a Canadian mining company. 

 
Ø  Gas flaring lawsuits – Nigeria. 
 
http://business-humanrights.org/en/corporate-legal-
accountability/case-profiles/complete-list-of-cases-profiled 
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Predictions 

�  Increasing national Companies Act legislative provisions. 

�  Increasing self-regulatory efforts within sectors. 

�  Continued call and emerging support for a Business and 
Human Rights Treaty. 

�  Emerging multi $ million litigation in maritime industry. 

�  Increased scrutiny and lobbying by civil society 
organisations. 

�  Increasing Business and Human Rights regulation - 
despite current industry resistance. 
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Future Trends? 
�  Continual education and awareness is key. 

�  Media, messaging and social media will drive change. 

�  The Human element with ‘People First’ can not be ignored in 
CSR. 

�  Business and retailers hold the key to change. Money talks. 

�  Increased litigation trends in the maritime sector. 

�  Deterrence & Teeth…there must be criminal and civil 
consequences to abuses not just confidential arbitrations.  

10 February 2015 LSLC Seminar – HFW LLP - LONDON  Copyright HRAS 2015 



www.humanrightsatsea.org 
 David Hammond 

Founder & Barrister 
Human Rights at Sea (HRAS) 

david.hammond@humanrightsatsea.org 
www.humanrightsatsea.org  
www.missingseafarers.org  
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Part E

Curricula Vitae



THE CHAIRMAN

Stephen Drury – Partner, Holman Fenwick Willan

Stephen was educated at Charterhouse and Oriel College, Oxford, where he studied
Law.

Having qualified originally as a Barrister in 1977, he joined Holman Fenwick & Willan
in 1978 and was admitted as a Solicitor in 1980. In 1984, Stephen transferred to the
firm's Hong Kong office and became a Partner the following year. He returned to the
London office in 1988.

Stephen’s practice encompasses all aspects of financing, leasing, operation,
construction and management of ships, and on environmental / pollution aspects.
His clients include banks, ship owners, ship managers, operators and entrepreneurs
in a range of activities connected to the transportation and energy industries.

He is in the 2014 ''Legal Experts'' directory for ship finance as he has been since
2001.

Stephen has frequently given lectures and papers during his career. This has
included the post of visiting lecturer for the City University Business School M.Sc
course on the legal aspects of ship finance.  He has been a member  of the faculty
on Euromoney’s successful ‘Practical Techniques of Ship Finance’ residential course
for bank and shipping company executives.  In recent years he has been a regular
presenter of conferences on ship recycling. He is a regular contributor of journal
articles and book reviews and wrote the Hong Kong section for the Lloyds of London
Press ‘Arrest of Ships’ series.

He is also an active oarsman and sculler and a licensed British Rowing race umpire.



Allan Graveson – Nautilus International

After a career at sea which culminated with a Master’s Certificate, he obtained a BA (Hons) in

Business Studies and an MSc in International Transport with Distinction. Following a period

lecturing, Allan took up a position with Nautilus International representing marine professionals -

principally Masters and Officers. As Senior National Secretary, he is responsible for Professional

and Technical issues including education and training, and health and safety.

He represents members’ interests on a number of national, European and international bodies. His

efforts are increasingly directed towards, failure of ship design, poor construction, sub-standard

ship operation and the failure of the regulatory authorities to address these issues.

~~~~~~

Captain Michael Lloyd, RD**, MNM, FNI, RNR

Trained on HMS Conway then seagoing in both Royal and Merchant navies for 50 years with 35
years in command on almost every type of ship ranging from 300 DWT to 300,000 DWT finishing
in 2006.

He then came ashore and published a number of text books dealing with seamanship, ice
navigation and the law at sea as well as a series of novels.
He has presented over 30 papers on nautical affairs.

Capt. Lloyd is a consultant to a number of companies as well as being Chairman of Salvare
Worldwide Ltd, a company engaged in making safety products.

He is also Vice President of Cruise Victims International.

He represents Merchant Navy officers employed ashore on the Council of Nautilus International,
and sits on the international technical committee as well as the welfare charity.

Capt. Lloyd sits on the Technical, Education and Training committees of the Honourable Company
of Master Mariners.

He is a Younger Brother of Trinity House

A Fellow of the Nautical Institute.

He was awarded the Merchant Navy Medal in 2010.
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Matthew Cox – Marlens Maritime Ltd.

Matthew is a recognised professional in the maritime tanker industry with
direct experience of leading and executing a range of high value transactions in
various shipping sectors including chartering / operations / establishing JV
projects / second hand sales / purchases; contract negotiation and execution
for new building projects and ship financing negotiations . He has held a
number of key positions for various international maritime clients throughout
the world, including Gearbulk (UK), AET Tankers Ltd; NCC; and Unigas
International B.V.
Matthew is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers as well as a
Liveryman in the Worshipful Company of Shipwrights .
Matthew is a former Royal Navy Officer and holds a Bachelors’ Degree in
Business as well as qualifications in Applied Oceanography and Meteorology.
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David Hammond, Barrister-at-Law 

Founder, Human Rights at Sea 

2015 

 
David Hammond joined 9 Bedford Row International (9BRi), The Chambers of 
Anthony Berry QC, in February 2013 following 21 years frontline service in the Royal 
Navy and Royal Marines, firstly as a Seaman Officer before transferring to become a 
Royal Marines Officer, then flying as a naval helicopter pilot and laterly, becoming 
the first Royal Marines’ barrister. 
 
He is a member of the 9BRi International Group and leads the expanding Maritime 
Practice with a background in criminal, maritime, international and humanitarian law. 
He appears in the Legal 500 and provides representation and advice to international 
private, commercial and state clients from around the World. He is a member of the 
UK Stabilisation Unit as a Deployable Civilian Expert for security and justice matters 
and was the first head lawyer for the 2012 EU NESTOR Counter-Piracy programme 
in East Africa where he conceived and delivered the NESTOR Legal Advisory 
Programme through the European Commission in Brussels. 
 
David is the founder and architect of the “Human Rights at Sea” (HRAS) 
international initiative launched in April 2014 covering issues of CSR, supply chain 
management, business and human rights, refugees, migrants, slavery, trafficking 
and a host of other emerging online tools in support of the initiative. He is also the 
architect the new “Missing Seafarers Reporting Programme”, as the first global 
database recording details of missing seafarers and fishermen. 
 
He is the author of the 100 Series Rules for the Use of Force (RUF) and which has 
gained global recogition as the first international model set of RUF for use in the 
maritime industry by Private Maritime Security Companies (PMSCs).  
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He acts as UK Counsel to the Libyan National Council for Civil Liberties and Human 
Rights (NCCLHR) in Tripoli where he drafted the NCCLHR adopted “Declaration of 
Adoption of the UN Guiding Principles for business and human rights” in Libya as a 
first for such human rights’ developments in North Africa. There, he promotes human 
rights and represents victims of rape. 
 
David is a member of the Rule of Law Group for the Bar Council of England and 
Wales, a member of Chatham House, an Associate Research Fellow of the 
Greenwich Maritime Institute, a qualified international mediator, international speaker 
on maritime Rules for the Use of Force and human rights.  
 
 
Email: david.hammond@9bedfordrow.co.uk  

david.hammond@humanrightsatsea.org  
Tel:              +44 20 3700 4396 
Profile:     http://9bri.com/members/david-hammond  
HRAS:  www.humanrightsatsea.org   
MSRP:  www.missingseafarers.org  
RUF:         https://100seriesrules.com  
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